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Abstract
Wepropose amechanism for directional excitationwithout breaking reciprocity. This is achieved by
embedding an impedancematched parity-time symmetric potential in a three-port system. The
amplitude distributionwithin the gain and loss regions is strongly influenced by the direction of the
incoming field. Consequently, the excitation of the third port is contingent on the direction of
incidencewhile transmission in themain channel is immune.Our design improves the four-port
directional coupler scheme, as there is no need to implement an anechoic termination to one of the
ports.
Asymmetric wave transport is an important phenomenon inmodern physics with awide range of applications
in various branches of physical science and Engineering. One application of asymmetric transport is directional
excitationwhere the excitation of a third port depends on the direction of incoming field in themain channel. As
depicted schematically infigure 1, one immediate approach to achieve directional excitation is via breaking
reciprocity in the transmission line with an isolator.
Non-reciprocity has been achieved via themagnetic effect. In optics, themagnetooptical Faraday rotation is
the basis of the Faraday isolator throughwhich transmission of waves of selected polarization can be allowed or
suppressed [1].Moving frame induced by time dependentmodulation resembles an effectivemagnetic feature
and can be used as an alternative approach to obtain non-reciprocity. Asymmetric transport based onmoving
frame proposed in optics [2] and has been reported in opto-acoustics driven photonic crystal fiber [3], silicon
chip [4], and acoustic ring cavity with circulating fluid inside [5]. In thermal transport, asymmetric wave
propagation is proposed based onCoriolis force [6]. Nonlinear effects alongwith broken parity () symmetry
can lead to asymmetric transport [7–12].Moreover, while nonlinear effects alone cannot produce asymmetric
transport, a combination of nonlinear effect and judiciously balanced gain and loss elements, a signature of
parity-time (T ) symmetry systems, allow highly asymmetric transport [13–17]. However, directional
excitation devices based on an embedded isolator (seefigure 1(a))will present severe limitations intrinsic to non-
reciprocal schemes such as conversions of frequency, polarization or propagatingmode, and restriction of
coupling amplitude influx conservative systems. Such drawbacks impede the integration of several of these
elements on larger scale device as frequency or propagationmodewill have to bemodifiedmultiple times during
the operation.
The above issues lead us to the problemof a controllable directional excitationwithout breaking reciprocity.
In this case, depicted schematically infigure 1(b), the upward port (third port) is only excited by input from the
left-sidewhile the transmission in themain channel remains unperturbed.
Recent progress in non-Hermitian physics indicate that linear parity-time (T ) symmetric systems are good
candidates to control wave propagationwithout breaking reciprocity.More specifically, phenomena such as
unidirectional invisibility/transparency [18–20] and unidirectional lasing [21] are related to the asymmetric
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revivals [23], Brachistochronewave dynamics [24] and lasing death (birth) [25–27] due to gain (loss)
enhancement show that gain and loss parameter can be used as a knob to control field dynamics.
In this paperwe propose a newmethod to overcome the aforementioned limitations of nonreciprocal
schemes, and realize directional excitationwithout breaking reciprocity.More specifically, we show that by
using T symmetry and impedancematching one can obtain highly asymmetric coupling to the third port
attached to themain channel. Unlike the directional excitation based on non-reciprocal elements, ourmethod
does not affect the forward and backward transmitted signal in themain channel.We stress that all linear
structures includingNon-Hermitian linear systems are reciprocal. However, the use of impedancematchedT
symmetric arrangements provide an optimal and highly asymmetric behavior alongwith crucial properties
required in the directional excitation scheme.Moreover, in contrast to previous devices, the amplitude coupled
to the third channel can be designed independently from the transmission in themain channel. As a result, we
demonstrate super directional excitationwhere the coupling to the third channel gets values larger than one. The
impedancematching condition cancels spurious scattering event inside the active regions and ensures the T
element does not undergo any phase transition.Our proposed scheme provides a new approach for asymmetric
wave transport in optics, electronics and acoustics, andmight lead to design of a new type of compact directional
couplers.
The physicalmechanism for such a highly asymmetric field propagation relies on the cancellation of
interference due to reflections at the loss and gain boundaries and sequential amplification and absorption in the
gain and loss regions. Removing the reflections at the boundaries allows the field to penetrate the active region
without generation of any net phase or amplitude6. During the propagation, as depicted infigure 1(c), thefield
amplifies (decays)first and then decays (amplifies) depending on the direction of excitation. Although
transmission is unity for both incidences, one can observe that the field amplitude profile inside the active region
Figure 1. (a) Scheme of 3-port directional excitationwith broken reciprocity, one isolator is inserted after the junction to provide
directional excitation. As a consequence inputs from the right port are reflected. (b) Scheme of 3-port directional excitationwithout
breaking reciprocity, excitation of third port depends on the direction of incidence but transmission in themain line is identical from
both sides. (c)Asymmetric amplitude distribution in awaveguide with an impedancematched T unit. Perfect transmission and zero
reflection are observed for input form either sides. However, the field amplitude at the interface between loss and gain sections
strongly depends on the input direction.
6
In the case of complex valued impedance, thefield can accumulate net gain/loss or phasewhen passing through an interface [37].
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is highly asymmetric for the left and right excitations. At the interface between the gain and loss regions, the
contrast between the two propagating fields is the largest. Interestingly, at the frequencies for which
amplification and absorption are significant, highly asymmetric field amplitude in the transmission line reduces
the possibility of interference between the forward and backward traveling fields, preventing the construction of
standingwaves around the contact area between gain and loss elements. This asymmetry in the right going and
left going fields is used to performdirectional excitation.
While our approach is applicable for general wave framework [28–30], we performour analysis in acoustic
wave propagation. To understand the basic principal behind such asymmetric excitation, it is beneficial to
consider field propagation in a T symmetric impedancematched 1D acoustic waveguidewhere the acoustic
waves wPe ti are propagating in the z direction. The pressure field propagation can be described by theHelmholtz
equation [31]
w r k+ =-
z






2 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
In equation (1), P(z) is the acoustic pressure (deviation from the atmospheric pressure) along the direction of
propagation z, w p= f2 ( f is the frequency) the so-called angular frequency, ρ is the staticmass density of the
medium, andκ its bulkmodulus. As depicted infigure 1, for a normal incident field, the T symmetric
impedancematchedwaveguide satisfies i( ) symmetric relations * *k k r r= - = -z z z z,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) and ii( )
impedancematching condition =Z Zi 0, where r k=Zi i i is the impedance of themedium i. In our numerical
simulationwe assumed that outside of the active region, namely >z L 2∣ ∣ , thewaveguide isfilled by air with
real parameters k = ´ e1.470 5 Pa and r = 1.250 kgm−3. The T cell is composed of loss and gainmedium
with k q= k exp i
a1,2
0 ( ) and r r q= a exp i1,2 0 ( ) in regions  -L z2 0 and  z L0 2, respectively.
Generally the effective density (modulus) of acousticmaterial should have a negative (positive) imaginary
part, indicating thematerial is lossywith inherent damping. The acoustic gainmaterial has not yet been observed
in nature, which however can be effectively realized by delicate feed-back systems using the active sound
controlling apparatus [12, 30, 32, 33].
Outside the active regions theHelmholtz equation admits solutions = ++ - -P P Pe eL L kz L kzi i for  -z L 2
and = ++ - -P P Pe eR R kz R kzi i for z L 2, where k is thewave number, and + -P ( ) is the amplitude of the forward
(backward) traveling acoustic waves. The forward and backward components on left and right of the active layers
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Elements of the transfermatrix are directly related to the left-to-right (right-to-left) transmission, º ++tL PPRL
º --tR PPLR( ), and left (right) reflection, º -+rL PPLL º +-rR PPRR( ), amplitudes:




















For our 1D T systemdepicted infigure 1(c) the transfermatrix is given by





















































where I is a 2×2 unitmatrix and sx z, are the corresponding Paulimatrices.K is the kickmatrix, which connect
boundaries between the differentmedia (impedancematrix). TheDmatrix is the phasematrix, which provides
the phase generated by propagation in themedium.Using the equations (5), (6) and the aforementionedmass
density and bulkmodulus, it is easy to show that = = =K K K I1,2 0,1 2,0 . Consequently transfermatrix
=M D DL L2, 2 1, 2would given by
sq q= +M kLa kLaIcos cos i sin cos . 7z( ) ( ) ( )
As a result the transfermatrix is a diagonalmatrix where its non-zero elements correspond to a phase.Hence, a
wave traveling in this impedancematched T cell will not be affected by any reflection andwill acquired a phase
given by qkLa cos . However, the dynamics inside each individual active layer is quite different. In the gain layer
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thefield accumulates an amplification equal to a q= k aexp sinL
2( )while in the loss layer it decays by the
inverse amount.
These analytical results are in agreementwith numerical simulations usingfinite element solver (Comsol
Multiphysics). Figure 1(c)presents the amplitude of the pressure field for left and right goingwaves propagating
in a 1Dwaveguide containing the impedancematched T cell. The corresponding parameters for the gain and
loss regions are given by r r= qae1,2 0 i 1,2 and k = k q-ea1,2 i0 1,2 with a=1.022 and q = 0.211,2 rad. The length of
the gain and loss cell is =L 2 0.4 m. For these parameters, the calculatedmaximumamplification
(attenuation) ratio is a = 10.4 ( a =1 0.096)which agrees with numerical simulations.
The highly asymmetric field amplitude at the interface of the gain and loss layers helps us to control the
amplitude of the signal transmitted to the third channel and generate asymmetric excitation. Figure 2(a) presents
a scheme of our numerical demonstration, a 6 cmwidewaveguide sets themain channel between port 1 and port
2. A secondarywaveguide with half width (3 cm) is perpendicularly connected to themain channel. Figure 2(a)
Figure 2. (a) Scheme of the empty three port waveguide, the amplitude of the pressurefield distribution incident fromport 1 is
superimposed. (b) and (c) Same three port waveguidewith the impedancematched T unit inserted and pressure field input from the
left (loss side) and right (gain side), respectively. In the right panels, transmission in themain channel (circle blue), coupling to port 3
(solid red) and reflection (diamond black) as functions of frequency are presented for the corresponding cases. All amplitudes are
normalized to the input. (b)When excited from the left side, the coupling to the third port is inhibited. (c)Excitation of the third port
is observedwhen thefield is incident from the gain side. This asymmetric behavior between left and right inputs validates our
directional excitation scheme.Moreover, the transmission in themain channel (circle blue) is identical in the three cases, as reciprocity
is not broken by the T cell.
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also shows the amplitude of the pressure field in this passive 3-port waveguide at frequency 750 Hz. The right
panel presents the amplitude of the transmission in themain channel (blue line ◦), the transmission to the
coupled port (red line) and the reflection (black line à) as a function of the frequency. These features are
moderately dispersive as themain and sidewaveguides are sub-wavelength (l1500Hz=22.9 cm). The passive
3-port waveguide is spatially symmetric such as forward propagation (incident fromport 1) and backward
propagation (incident fromport 2) give the same results.
The transmission to port 3 linearly depends on the local amplitude of the pressure field at the contact point.
Infigures 2(b)–(c), the impedancematched T unit is inserted in the center of themain channel such as the
interface between loss and gainmedium is exactly below the contact point of the sidewaveguide. In this case, the
amplitude of the signalmeasured at port 3 depends on the direction of propagation inside themain channel.
When incident fromport 1, the pressure field has to travel through the lossmedium first resulting in a reduced
amplitude at the interface and a significantly reduced coupling to the side channel. On the contrary, the
incidence fromport 2 leads to the amplification of the pressure field at the interface and the increase of the
transmission to port 3which formost of the frequencies is larger than unity. The right panels infigures 2(b)–(c)
present the reduction and amplification of the transmission to port 3 obtained for each incidence in the function





between the two incidences is already achieved at 1500 Hz
frequencywhere tI O, is the transmitted signal fromport I to portO. Furthermore, one can observe that the
transmission in themain channel is independent from the incidence and not affected by the T unit.
Accordingly, the amplitude of the reflections will vary in order to satisfy the pseudo energy conservation
relation. The aforementioned transmission property is specific to the T symmetric systems and allows us to
maintain the transmission of the information in themain channel. This is in contrast to previous proposals
based on isolatorswhere one alters the carrier frequency, the propagatingmode or spoils the transmission in the
main channel [2, 5, 10].
In above discussions, we consider that the acoustic parameters of the loss and gain regions satisfy T
symmetry and impedancematching condition.However, these requirements could be difficult tomeet perfectly
in experimental demonstration. Our numerical study shows that the directional excitation is achievable even
with perturbed acoustic parameters. A deviation of 10%magnitude is randomly generated and affects both the
modulus and argument of the acoustic parameters. Figure 3 presents the transmission to port 3 for both
incidence averaged over ten perturbed scenario. The black dash lines represent the perfect cases extracted from
figures 2(b)–(c)while the red and blue are the perturbed cases with incidence fromport 1 and port 2,
respectively. For higher frequencies, wavelength becomes comparable to the size of gain and loss region.
Figure 3.Amplitude coupled to the third port in presence of perturbations in the acoustic parameters of the T unit. Red square
dashed line shows the drop of the coupled amplitude when excited from the loss side and blue circled solid linewhen excited from the
gain side. These curves are obtained after averaging coupled amplitude over ten different simulationswith 10% randomdeviation on
real and imaginary part of both loss and gainmedium. Because of this perturbation, the system slightly deviates from impedance
matching and T symmetric condition. The two dotted black lines represent the perfect case scenario obtainedwithout perturbation.
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Therefore, the scattering at the interfaces becomes dominant and causes a bigger deviation from the perfect case.
However, the average contrast observed ismaintained at 90% 10% for frequencies higher than 1000 Hz.
Finally wewould like tomention the experimental feasibility of our proposal. Recent development in active
acousticmetamaterials indicates that one can achieve a broad range of effective parameters [34]. Furthermore,
digital electronics enables arbitrary and real-time control ofmetamaterial acoustic and elastic properties
[32, 33, 35, 36].
In conclusion, we have shown that using T symmetric impedancematched layeredmedia one can achieve
highly directional excitationwithout breaking reciprocity. In a three port acoustic system the acoustic pressure
can be detected in the third port only when it emitted from gain side. The transmission in themainwaveguide
remain reciprocal and is the same as the passive three port system.Our proposalmight has a vast range of
application in different branches of physics.
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